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Abstract

A folk theory of the effect of lenguage on thougibt orderlies &amities

mode is U.S. courts regarding language law. Previous work os folk theory boas

shown as internal steucterisg by which a premiss entails sololoquemt coma,

covetetent within the trestlework of the folk theory's Leak. Am analysis of

matatprasmetic statements is U.S. C40, law materials reveals a crudely

"illiorfian" premise foss which & common folk theory of lassoes, builds. This

theory. *widest is judges' decisions and dissent*. predicates the ability to

understand G.S. political concepts on fluency in English. S.C.MOO hecosing

a ncitisee requires comprehension of these political concepts. the folk theory

links identity as a U.S. citizen with the ability to speak the Eoglish lessuegi.

The appearance of t "illiorfias" premise in this folk theory also lent& support

to the suggestion by cognitive Anthropologists that scientific theories are

typically systematised adaptations of folk theories. (lair:mire law. folk theory.

U.S. political identity. metapragmatics)

Introduction

This study uses case law materials to examine the metapragertic assumptionit

underlying decisions in U.S. languite law.I *relent work is cognitive Atothropo-

tosy has pointed to the importance of tacit talk theories in explaining infor-

mants' understandings. An examination of C.S. laogisage law for such folk

theories reveals the prevalence of a folk theory the find tern of which fusee-
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hiss what is popularly knows as the "Whorf-lapir hypothesis" is

Through analysis of the chain of rmasomise behind this folk theory we can

usierstsed its covert assumptions and the policy Implications Mich follow

from it. lb results Also support suagoitioes by Key. Lahoff. and others that

setemtific theories and debates are often intimated adaptatioss of folk

theories commonly found within a costume.

11111±1211AWdg Concept

The emergence of the "folk theory" as a level of Analysts is as interesting

recent development in cognitive anthropology. guise (19814.10 examines the

folk theory as one of several cognitive structures used by isfornants to

conceptualise their marriages.

In her initial Asensio. Quinn uses esteustve interview materials to

isolate three distinct syntactic treatments of the word "commitment" (Quist:

1980). When speaking of martian. informants frequently treed this "key word."

but in differing ways. Quinn found that the three treatment's of the word

"commitment' corresponded to the divisions of "intention." "thought." end

"feeling" which D'Andrede has posited as key components of American classifica-

tions of behavior (Quinn u.d.. D'Mdrade Quinn's subsequent worn has

linked the syntactic evidence for this tripartite treatment with eorrespoodine

setaphers (i.e.. "marriage is being a pair") and umderlying folk theories

(i.e.. "starriaar is on ascribed status") (cf" Quinn 1981). Quinn notes that

folk theories differ from metaphors in that they point to a "literal. even if

implicit. prowess which underlies the propositional claim being made: as well

the.- .ontain roe* ..I applicability which specify the range of phenomena

governed by this underlying process and hence explained by the theory" (Quinn

n.d.:11'.

Kay (n.d.) dsmosstrates the importance of folk theories of epeseb to the

analysis of setapragnatic hedges such as "strictly speaking" and "teehmirelly."

He claims that certain hedges such as "strictly speaking" point to a part of

our folk theory of lassoes*. which sedum a clearest distinction between prait-

mstie and *wrestle factors. Others, such as "technically." point to portions

of the folk theory which are not concerned with the pragmetic/senstitic

tins --is this case a potties indexing the fixing of meaning by certain metal

actors with appropriate authority. Interestingly, it is precisely these Latter

leaders which are difficult to define with respect to the semantic/pragmatic

divide. Key mars the concept of folk theory to understand Certain prnbleustic

hedges; he contends that they Are problesatic only because we are trying to

regiment them according to inappropriate folk theories. Clear classification of

hedges according to the pragnottc/memontic distinction is possible only for

those hedges which ref, on an underlying folk theory potation separable sessetic

and pragmatic funetioma. Kay's analysts also points to the possibility that

folk theories ably be internally inennuintent. oar portion relying om a distlac-

Mut not made in ether portions May n.d.147-48).

In another study of our folk theory of halloos* and speech. Sweeuser (1981)

uses the concept "folk theory" to elucidate slattern difficult data. The folk

theory of discourse which Sweetser oetlittes provides the background necessary

to understanding the results of Garman and Kay's (1451$ analysis of the word

"lie." Colesan and Kav made the ;trtian...te crninter-intuittyr discovery that

"trinity of statement" was not the key defieing feature fur the word "lie"

for their informants. When given a chastr among possible criteria, infereunts

gave mot weight to "speaker's intent to deceive" in deeldln* whether to

categorise 'statements' as "lies." Smwrtnres (1481) eontribution placed "lie"

within the wider contest of an onderarching U.S. folk theory of discourse. Here
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discourse is viewed as abate all imformetioselt the prism matt/ratios for discoune

is to convey true it/tangelo*. The speaker's belief in statement is taken to

constitute evidence of the statement's truth. Within the simplified world of

this folk theory. it follows that a stAteseet which is actually false must be

Mown to be false by the speaker (cf.. Oweetmer 1981 for a full drawing -out of

the logical links of the folk theory). If the primary sofa of discourse is to

induce belief. then taking a (else etetemeet implies intent to deceive listeners.

The prototypical speech situ/mice of this folk theory relies on the speaker not

to say something unless he or she believe, it to be true (hosing belief oe evi-

dence). Thus responsibility for the critical deviation involved in a "lie"

(deviation. that is. from the prototypical situation) is laid at the speaker's

doorstep. Coleman and Koy's results. then. can be 'understood within the frame-

work of this broad folk theory of discourse.

Sweettler further notes that a "lie" is produced by negating see portion of

the folk theory but holding others constant. That is. speaker's saying something

still entails hearer's belief. The speaker is still expected to keew whereof he

or she speaks; otherwise the statement would be a "mistake" rather ttan "lie."

The internal structure of logic still operates in a principled way (cf.. Sweetser

1931).

All of these Analyses share common characterizations of folk theories. Folk

theories are tacit; the isplicationAl chain (cf.. Dominguez 1977) which unite*

than is not explicitly forouleted. Folk theories also contain a kind of internal

logic by which one portion entails another. However. this does not mean that

folk theories are necessarily logically consistent. Kay's study (1479) reveals a

folk thysre which is quite inceesistent - -one portico stressing a pragmatir/sesan

tic distinction. another blurring the dichotomy. Sweets/n.9 work sfeilarly points

out that the final implication of a folk theory may seem somewhat nonsensical --in

her case the implication being that sp Aker.' saying something implies the truth

of what is said. Thom' cite work in ttis area to date Overt on a booed theoreti-

cal outline of hoe folk theory operates as a particular species of cultural

reasoning. This variety of cultural reasoning. as we have sees. has its owe

sort of logic. and interacts With other parts of the cultural scheme is specific

ways. It is for this reason that systematization of the concept of folk theory.

As a level of and for Analysis, provides such a fertile hosts for the under -

standing of cultural osstructs.

A C.S. Folk Theory of Language

The above characterizations of folk theories apply to the netAprassetic folk

theory analyzed below. From the late nineteenth century en. this folk theory

can he tooted is Judges' published Aeisione and dissents is Lefts oith

lassuree. There have been several competing folk theories of Isettuat.! t t.4ent

in C.S. ease law: different folk theories have received differential weiebt

during various periods of history. In important reviews of the serial history

of C.S. language low. Shirley Heath (1471a.h; 197(1) and Arnold Leibowitz (1969.

197 have traced the shift away from tolerance cot pluralism in the

U.S. The late nineteenth century began a period during which attempts to

enforce English as the national language of the V.S. went hand -in -hand with

disriminotion against various iresigrAnt groups. Heath (1977.0 has demonstrated

that %Helm views were in fact a slarke,! elmmgy frIum attitude% daring the late

eighteenth and earl, nineteenth centuries. when knowledge of a variety of

languages was deemed essential to the development of intellect. The founding

fathers conselottsfe chest- an open-ended language policyt

. . they recognized that decisions on language choice and

change would by -ado at the la4a1 and regi.saal levels by citizens



reppeediag to essommicative needs ad goals they themselves identified.

immover. early political Isadore rseommised the close cemectim be-

times Lammas* and religiemsfenitural freedoms, and they preferred to

ramie from myosin Legislation which night MO ~strong as a metric-

ties of these freedese Meath 19771o:2701.

This policy was mot form hated mehimItingly; there mire ether possible direct!~

Proposed. Mom motably. Jobe Adams proposed limmistic meginemtattem is the

firm of a Immo& academy' which would foreshow Ibigligh se the Imilmege of

the sew Americas maim (lemth 1977b). proposal see !.seed. and the

soil* of opinion fell belied the view that hemostatic telsoreme beet served the

lateresta of the cometry. Meath motes that Jafferess. amens others, pushed

enthusiastically for Americans to tears many lammeges. in order to Worms their

fetellectsel skills (Heath 1977a).

The folk theory to be analysed hers straggly contradicts such earlier vistas

favoring lieguistic diversity. Sammie. relying en this folk theory betties to

Sato weight duties the late alseteemth enemy. as voted by Leibewits and Meath.

although competing theories do sot disappear altogether.

The fuodamestal (and crudely "Martian") tenet of this folk theory is that

languages shape the reuse of coaceptualisation of their speakers. U.S. political

concepts were thought to be Inextricably entwined with the English language: the

concepts could not he understood voless one spoke English. The fuedameatat

impossibility of translation of these compete tete other languages appears me as

underlying assumptioo is as 1897 ease:

Many English words have so precise equivalent in other lawman. far the

reason that the idea. expressed by thee are not familiar to the people who

speak them languages. It is plain that a people Metes no knowledge of

the steam elegise would have me word to expresso or describe it. Ad It is

equally clear. I think. that civil liberty as it mists he the States of

Merles holed mehomomm to the sebtacts of a demotic govermest, they

coeld is the very Nature of chines. have as word or phrase is their laegusge

to describe or define !t; sad the very word 'commitutime shoe tmemelated

into their lemosege. would of necessity come, the ides of a greet or coo-

cession fnms the ruler. rather thee the idea of MS 11114141111K deeiariag the

organic law. made by the people themselves. and Maim mem the people dad

their rulers alike.

It ~As as mimeos to establish that a traielatios is sot Melaka

with the original. He matter bow stmdlar it say be in seeming. it is

plate it cm met he identical . . . A copy of a Finnish. hessiaa. or

Gersee translation would sot be a (my of the coestitutioa Omens-me esert

of Wyoming 111117i191).

In this case the meet ruled that ability to read a Flemish trasslatiem of the

Wyoming state comaticuties did mot (mirth the state requiremest that all voters

be able to read the state cosatitaties.

A 1422 case sakes explicit the next impiirational tisk of the folk theory:

if lansmages mold the minds of their speakers in cartels ways. thee the languages

~metered by 'meg children can be expected to have powerful effects. That is,

young childree's Made are is the process of being shaped. and me of the most

important shaping forces is viewed 40 being the lames*, (or langeosees) to Mich

they my exposed. alder children. whose minds have jelled. are mot vulnerable

to the formative powers of various leagemes in the sew se,. This is the stile-

mom mode in support of liebranka resslatlos prohibiting teachers fres enmeles

Young ehtlitte to foreign irises. eited in the well-known case of Myer v.

The object of this legislation . . . wee to enlist* an sellghtmemilloserione



ciciemehlp to sympathy with the petecipleo and ideals of this eatratty, mad

to prevent childrum morel mad alembed he Matim tombola. trollied end

educated in &raise lesgmeses red (mei* ideals Wore they have had as

opportunity to Bare the loglish lemma. sod ammo Ametleam Ideals. it

is 4 WE I kaolin fact that the language first lammed by a child menus his

eveher wager ma the Immerge of his Mart.

To allow the aflame of foreigners, who had smigemema here, to be

taught treason, eibillheed the lemma& of the smeary of their permits was

to rear than with that laeguees as their ember temps. It use to Mout&

thou so that they meet always think to that 1011010, sod, as a emoseemmtr.

naturally ioceicate be theu the ideas and matimeets Gerelga to the best

isterests of tele cometry (halted States lemma Comet 10220110).

latereetiagly, this prohibities did use =tem' to the "keneet er dead lammumgeew

.Latin. Creek and Itabrewliet any to "modem" Isegmeges. The %Prim Cowl

evustually ruin that the Nebraska law violated faurtemalk amendesat rights. but

they dispvied poly me potties of the folk thstoryithet which held that emposere

to utliffil* foretell landiaime at yams sea might hem anaemia idea,. The

Court accepted as gime the impartmem of !Astro:ties In tuglials for youmg child-

ren, aid upheld the mottos that states could require IleglImh instruction io all

public schools. Thus the entice that the bulk of isstracties should be he

%slims was eitistaion, and tersiem lemmages ware any to be leeladed se amen-

lary parts of the calendula& the hipattaet sod foroative tole of leglish as the

prime, lessees. for Anemia's Mummies was upheld by the Court.

however, the cerreery at the ties of this idea that ferns. Leagesage isstrue-

tioe for yoeeg Albinos might be hateful ram be seas is numinous state -level

decisions to which this potties of the folk theory use mt. 'tens is a typical

statement from as Imo court which whole the conviction of a schoolteacher for

IU

toodaiglimme to yeumg miler

the lagialature might rill have felt teat it um of gam ispeetasto fist

these of maw yeses Mould Imes, at that smile ported, lostillod is

their Mods the Imams to he taught any throe* the use of the Ileglieb

'seepage; thee, if foreign Isegmagss are to be taught ler 'enema effect.'

it shall be oily after the and Ms hem "meted and grosmiled" to the

reemptised leagesemsf ear semetry. The beemlut allmte of semeimeriam

ideas. Ibeculeated arm. the teedbbmin foredo 'ens. ameba . . . be

simiaed by Hefting teething below the *Leith seeds to the mahossa

tuella MOON Court of 'ma 11121s10101.

flume are ether &Lollar samples of statemlevel decides' Olinda the priesiple

that early wager& to ferns. browses could Aimee yams ddldemes dads.

an imeteming parallel as be meted have with matapregartic beliefs popular

is pentane of done at the seme time. Ny mothelingulatie reesseeb is Cep&

Ireton, Nava Scotia, revealed a sluilmoomprogestic belief, which first milted

importatoce rural communities there daring the 11010. sed Des. Warmest.

believed that the first imams* which a and baryd bed a decisive effect se

his or her Mud, roadoriagg saltatopwat icotrectim in other lammageo virtually

ma'am. The mind of a child socialised ie Csolie um nese am personestly embed.

is this ease the implication of the netting was es spemb rather thee affect,

ee that a person sociality! is Gaelic could mow speak other laeguagss "comet-

le face Norte 1160. len). But it is iaterestisa to observe the onetsoce cf

a folk theory whose preMue similarly posits ea effect of leagues. as mind,

appearing to rural Camedies csonuntimo at the same time as these loose/go law

cases in the Voiced States.

the deem of mammies of the folly theory thee far sees as fellatio: lawman
shape the vow of etateaatoaligatimo of their mashers; thee early impetrate to

9
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particular bluenoses is a critical and lasting force in forming a peraon's mind.

N ow if certain eoueeptir are leaguase-epecifie--that is if U.S. political concepts

are only understood through the Ingligh blesmage--then early exposure to a parti-

cular language ham consequences for political identity. Socialisation in

English doesn't only shape children's cognitive ranges. it specifically shapes

their ability to understand political comet:vieamid thee co feel political loyalty.

The creation of this equivalence between coeceptual mad effectual abilities on

the political level was evident in the Meyer v. Nebraska case cited above. In

that case. permitting children to acquire foreign languages as "mother tongues"

wet to "inculcate in than the ideas and sentiments foreign to the heat interests

of thia ..water," (United States Supreme Court 1922:390).

A similar areterent was made in an earlier Nebraska cams. Nebraska Dietriso

of Evamlical lather..el Synod v. Nceelele:

It is a *atter of general public information. . . that it wart disclosed

that thousands of men hors in this country of foreign language speaking

~newt Ana educated in schools taught in a foreign language were unable

to rtAo. or speak the lassos& of their coumtry. or to understand

worth. of ; given in English. tt was also demonstrated that there

were local foci of alien enemy sentiment. and that. where such instances

otcurred. the oducatian given by private or parochial schools in that

community was usually found to be that which had been given mainly lb

a foreign language (Supreme Court of Nebraska 1919:93).

Knowledee of English becomes equated with the ability to understand U.S. politi-

eal concepts. and thus with the ability to feet loyalty to a state founded on

thee/ pelitital print iplee. This link in the argument of the folk theory prove:s

a come:thus hetuen lareelge and citizenship: if English is necermary to under-

stand euliti..11 concepts, comprehension of those concepts (anal of the feelings of

10

political loyalty which inhere in that comprehommioa) becomes a prerequisite to

identity as a U.S. citizen.

?Ms implication of the folk theory can be seem in the 1197 cage in ee

lade/epee. Here areumente made against the naturalization of lizard° liodrigmeg.

an !migrant from Mexico. included his inadequate coaprebeasion of Ortglish--and.

implicitly. of the U.S. constitution (United States District Coast, District of

Texas 11197:145). The varying degree of weight which this argument has carried

at different points in America* history can be seen in the fact that it wee

dimmiased in the Nodriguez decision. but in 1906 gained such public approval that

proficiency in English became a reouirement for naturalized citizeus. The Nation-

ality Act of 1906 required aliens seeking naturalisation to speak English; this

stipulation was codified In the Nationality Act of 1940. The additional require-

ment of literacy in English was added by the Internal Security Act of 1950 (see

laabovite 1976).

A corollary of the folk theory. the question of haw to define adequate lin-

guistic proficiency. became an issue in some eases. In the 1945 In re SUneon

case a Swedish Ann who applied i..r eitirenship in °repos was denied on the mounds

that he hadn't achieved adequate proffrienev:

The ability to mumble 4 few eiteMNUt English words arid banal expressions in

a foreign accent. and to understand a few simple questiegs. ar directions.

does nut deaenateste the capa..ity to speak English in connection with a

requirement of attachmeet t the principlee of the Federal Constitution

(nice(' States District Court. District of Oregon 1944r17er.

An eaclier ease had premtribed even utrieter measures of proficienc y. In the

t.ta of fn to easieek a 4iseouri man wag denied citizenship because he didn't

bitty the meaning of Ike words "anarchy" and "polygamy:"

A petitioner fur nrettrativat fen earnee be Meld "attached to the principles

11



ot the Cometitetise of the Melted States and wall dispersed to the geed

order mod happiness of same" Wore. thelegh alleilimg is his petition that

he is "not a disbeliever is or opposed to organised SOMIMMONW . . . and

"not a polygamist mer a believer is poly," be testifies that he does

not know the measles of the needs "ainerceist" or "polygamy."

Vasicek reeidaderithin the United States for the furiedictiemal partite

. Out has he, im this period of time divested himself free the torsi.'

attechmests amd idems of emmersemet breught with him? . . . His inability

re define "anarchy' and "polyps's'," and his lack of kmomledge of the

weaning of these verde, must be hold to be such a faller. to neat the

reeeiremento prescribed is naturalisanios eases. . . . as it cannot be said

in each a case as this that the candidate is in truth wed in fact "attached

to the principles of the Cieetitaties of the United States . . . (limited

States District Court, District of elseeett 1921t3210.

Mime we have an extrema version of the folk theory which bolds that comprehemeiom

of earrieolar words is a moceseery prerequisite to Z.S. classmate,.

With this last chide is the folk theory arepmeet a cestradictiee becomes

apparent; the languages which childrem leers are sures as elogiseg their political

allegiances. yet immigtents with "forgive mother Commies may learn Seglish later

in life in order to inculcate in themselves the mote nary basic seetisests. The

resolution of this naming emetradictime can be freed in the diffeiestimi trait-

neat which immigrants and mativeAtors atlases receive.

The In to Sump= came solute explicit the role of much differential tresteset

In resolving the paradises

It is of an avail to lege that the native -born seed mot pompom these

qualifications. The alien is only entitled to citizenship wheel he proves

he 'waistlines the statutory requisites (United States District Cwt. District

12

a
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of Otegem NOMA).

In other moods. it doesn't setter that native -born classes may mot untie the

proficiency levels required of Naturalised titian's. Is assertive this differs*

tial traumata, JAL ta Siemsom cites as authority as earlier come, United States

2i Mlls
A satins-berm citinen Need net be literate to exercise his civil right*,

malaise the state lam an requires. Mot an alias soot bees the Sleigh

lamgmass. A native-bore citixem any be a coesciestions objector. M

alien. seem a lemma. who refused to beer area, carrot be Naturalised . .

A sative-bers clams any be immoral . . Set an alien most be of geed

moral character before be cam be admitted to eitiaseship. Mere, a

Native-born citieme any be opposed to the principles of our constitmtional

government . . . . Set as alien suet be "attached to the principles of the

Constitution of the United States, sad well disposed to the mood order wed

beeping*s of the United Statee (United States District Court. District of

California 1$42i765).

An as additional safeguard, citisamship could be crumbed at any tine should

naturalised raises* 'backslide" in some way. in the ileite4 States v. Velgeme

came. the citizenship of Friedrich Sergeant ems cancelled became be bed upheld

the cause of Gamow, during World War 11.

so immigrants any learn 'Wilful'. and thereby aucesdarily impose U.S. politi-

il coaccats over those of their (trot language. But any gamine fres these

learned principles could result im tilt loss of one's U.S. citisemehtp. Such

"safety chocks" are deemed necessary hocames immigrants are memo an somewhat of

A mospect category.

The reasoning of our linguistic folk theory supports meek vier; hneigreets

who have beets raised using "foreign" languages cammot be expected to held S.S.

13
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political principles as deeply as native-hors citizens socialized in English. to

each case the language of soialixation has left its permanent nark. The blear-

tunes given to earl, schooling La English for native-born citizens also becomes

usderstandeble in this context; political loyalty east be ensured in this way.

Older satire-born citizens cannot be forced to learn English, oor can their

eitieemehip he revoked if they *apnea* political ideas which authorities see as

"sn-American.

Conclusion

Thus a folk theory with a crudelymighorfian"predicate provides the link which

allowed Judges to view coupetenee in the English language as necessary to U.S.

citizenship. The folk theory petits a stroug, deterministic relationship between

Lognages, thought. and emotions such as loyalty. Once the Ninplicational chain"

(cf.. Dominguez 1977) of the folk theory is outlined. certain ceasequences follow

naturally. Thus the framework of the folk theory explains the emphasis on early

schooling in Entlish--and occasionally English only --for grooms children. !Norther-

sore, it explains why it was seen as necessary that immigrants' learned competence

in English (and U.S. political concepts) be backed by the possible sanction of

revoked citizenship.

Changing political and econ.aic circumstances have given more and less weight

to this folk theory at various times in U.S. history. Leibowitz (1970 and Reath

(1977b) have documented the shift toward the reasoning( embodied in this folk

theory during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. This shift

corresponded with increasing xenophobia. attempts to limit Ineigretion, and

efforts to discrivinate against certain immigrant groups. It was not until the

1960 that this trend changed. and the folk theory described here ceased to play

a motor role in the reasoning of U.S. language lay.

14
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Finelly, the appearance of this admittedly rend.' "MborfianN theory at the

folk level lends support to suggestions by cognitive anthropologists that may

scientific theories are refinements of reamonly held folk theories.
2

Kay (n.d.)

and Lakoff (1981). name other*. have sugaested that scientific theories are

often attempts to systematise or (sluiced the reasoning of folk theories.} in 4

similar vein. Silverstein (1M) demonstrates that some linguists' theories

(for example. Austin's) have often been founded is folk metapragestic theories.

Silverstein's analysis noes one step furthers following the lead of Does and

Wharf. he looks to the structure of our language itself to explain these folk

conceptualisations of language.

15
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1. See Silverstein (1976) for the &moieties of "mstapragmatic."

2. I should add here, with apologies to those who share my appreciation of the

subtlety and sophisticatios of liborf's work, that my use of "Martian" through-

out the paper is a shorthand reference to the entire debate occasioned by Whorf's

mark within social science (cf., Fishmeal 1982:12). Thus the point that

'scientific' dehates are often atteepts to systematise folk theories can be

supported by this analysis even though what Fishman has dubbed Vj (see Fishman

1982) is not actually Whereto. Furthermore, the fact that the folk version is

crudely determinist, tackles the insight and caution of "seiontific"versioes, or

a true Morn= advocacy of relativism and pluraliem, is only to be expected.

Men a focus for public concern --here the relation between language and sled --

16
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is systematically explored by a portion of the scientific commumity, one

weld hope that the resulting "sciestifie" theories could, at least is some

cases, handle the question with additional depth, cockle, and subtlety.

3. While elaboration of a theory or focus for debate within the scientific

community might sometimes bring added clarification or systematicity to the

problem, this is sot necessarily the case. There is no definitional differeece

between folk and "scientific" or "expert" theories in terms of accessary degree

of accuracy or truth. Folk theories bey be accurate or inaccurate, as soy

"scientific:" the distinction is not between tree and false theories, but

between the tacit theories commonly held within a culture soA the explicitly

examined and elaborated theories of "experts."
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